Elite Beauty USA

®

Online Pageantry at its Finest
We thank you for your interest in the
Elite Beauty USA® online pageant
system. As a potential titleholder
candidate, your willingness to learn
more about the unique opportunities
our pageant has to offer is key to
your success in this system.
Elite Beauty USA® has been operating
for over ten years now, and we take great pride in our Queens’
Gallery which displays several photos of our state and national
queens. If you are interested in learning more about the types of
prizes and viewing examples of the seasonal royalty attire
awarded, please take a moment to visit the Queens’ Gallery page
as well as our Facebook Page. We also post style references on the
Prize Page and Entry Forms.
The Elite Beauty USA® pageant system is owned by Pageant
Emporium®. Pageant Emporium® (aka Pilato Productions) is an
online resource and production company that has been producing
pageants since 1999. Pageant Emporium® also owns Tiara
Connection and Glitznglittergraphics.com. This networking has
allowed us to keep our entry fees down because the cost of
operation is kept to a minimum. This drastic savings is passed on
to our contestants. We are able to offer the biggest and best prizes
available in the online pageant industry, and our professionally
designed website and promotional materials showcase our winners
with the prestigious recognition they deserve!

Elite Beauty USA® is also a Mailinpageants.com approved
pageant. Please visit the Mailinpageants.com website to view the
glowing descriptions and referrals that have been turned in by
former Queens.
In addition to being featured on our website, promotional
materials, and banner ads, our winners have appeared in several
national pageant publications. We challenge you to peruse
publications such as Pageantry Magazine, Supermodels Unlimited,
Banner & Crown, Patsy’s Magazine and Pageant Emporium®
Digest without stumbling across a King or Queen who represents a
Pageant Emporium® title.
PAGEANT ENTRY
Now that you've learned a bit about what our pageant has to offer,
let's get to work on your entry! 
Elite Beauty USA pageant is a level pageant. There is a state and
national level. You must start at the state level and receive a state
title before advancing to the national competition. If you wish to
bypass the state level, you must enter Nationals as an “open state”
contestant and pay the fee for that option.
The scoring criteria for each level is the same, but the requirements
are a little different. For the state competition, an applicant must
turn in a list of their top five achievements. This list can include
any life achievements, so feel free to go back as far as you'd like.
The list of achievements may range from academic honors,
pageant titles, community involvement, and any special skills or
hobbies. National applicants must turn in a list of 10
achievements.

*NOTE: Because young competitors may not have a large list of
life accomplishments, their highest scores usually come from facial
beauty and overall impression. Please be sure
to turn in a photo that displays the face well,
with good lighting and clarity.

PHOTOS
The photos that you submit with the entry may be any type of
photo as long as the judges will be able to use them to judge facial
beauty and overall appearance. Head shots are ideal but not
required.
PRIZES & FEES
This pageant offers different fee packages and prize options to
accommodate the budgets and needs of our applicants.
Prizes are sent according to the posted schedule. There are rush
options available on the entry forms if you’d prefer to receive
results and/or prizes ahead of schedule.

SCORING
The Elite Beauty USA pageant is not a title mill. We have two
result notices that we send to applicants. One is a congratulations
letter and the other is a critique sheet. If your score is high enough
for you to receive the title, you will receive your congratulations
letter and the prizes according to the posted schedule.

If you receive a critique sheet, you will be given the opportunity to
reapply for your title free of charge. If you receive a critique sheet,
please do not be discouraged. Often, the adjustments needed to
raise the score to meet the requirements are not difficult, and the
critique will help you to be successful in other online competitions.
Scoring Criteria:
Contestants will be given a score of 1-100 on the following factors:
**Facial Beauty- 1-100 points
*(Based on photo(s) submitted)
**Achievements - 1-100 points
*(Based on entry form submission)
**Overall Impression- 1-100 points
*(Based on photos and resume)
**Community Service- 1-100 points
*(Based on information provided in
resume)
**Model Potential- 1-100 points
*(Based on photo(s) submitted)
**Entry Presentation- 1-100 points
*(Based on photos and resume)
**Previous Pageant Experience (ie:
special awards, titles, honors, etc) 1-100 points
*(Based on information provided in
resume and/or entry form)
**Quality of Photos: 1-100 points
*(Based on photo(s) submitted)
**Leadership: 1-100 points
*(Based on information provided in
resume and/or entry form)
*

The top 3 scores will be kept and averaged for the overall score.
A score of 70 or higher is required for a state title. Applicants
must score 80 or higher for a national title.

Once again, we thank you for your interest in the Elite Beauty
USA online pageant system, and we are looking forward to
receiving your entry!
www.elitebeautyusa.com

